TRAILS WEST PTO

Teacher & Staff Grant Processes | 2022-2023 |

The Trails West PTO philosophy is that the funds raised will benefit a majority percentage of the Trails West student body. Priority is given to K-5 classrooms, Integrated Arts, and special programs at our school and within the Cherry Creek school district. The PTO does not use money generated from fundraising effort for individuals, clubs or activities.

With that philosophy in mind, the PTO will set aside portions of the budget to be used by teachers & staff for the enrichment of the Trails West student experience and curriculum. These budgeted funds will be available in the form of Teacher & Staff Endowments, Grade Level/Integrated Arts Enrichment & PTO Grants.

PTO GRANTS
The PTO will budget up to $10,000 for PTO Grants once PTO budgeted TA Funding has been achieved. These are generally larger valued items for “special request.” Grant request must be approved by the Principal and approved by a majority vote at a General PTO Grant Approval Meeting.

Criteria:
Unlike Teacher & Staff Endowments or Grade Level Enrichment, Grant funds should benefit a majority percentage of the Trails West student body. The expectation for Grant money is that it will be utilized on items or programs that will greatly enhance the learning or community experience at Trails West Elementary. Examples: building, playground, or safety Enhancements, large value PE equipment/art supplies/music instruments, Collaboration room equipment or materials, cafeteria incentives, etc.

Submission Procedure:
• When possible, compile 3 Quotes from possible vendors.
• Complete the Grant Request Form.
• Submit the completed form & any supporting documentation to the Principal for approval.
• Place the Approved form & any supporting documentation in the PTO Treasurer’s mailbox by February 15, 2023

Grant Approval Meeting:
Principal approved Grant Request Form submission deadline will be February 15, 2023 to allow the PTO to post all requests to the Trails West community for 30 days. The Trails West PTO will hold a General PTO Grant Approval Meeting in April where all Grant Requests will be discussed and voted upon by the Trails West community in attendance.

Financial Procedure:
Once a Grant Request is approved by a majority vote:
• Obtain an original Vendor Invoice OR
• Complete the Reimbursement Form and attach original receipts.
  o Project: “2022-2023 PTO Grant”
  o Reason: “See Grant Request Form.”
• Place forms and original receipts/invoice in the PTO Treasurer’s mailbox.
**Receipts will not be returned. Payment will be made directly to vendor or a check will be issued directly to you.

Please email the PTO Treasurer with any questions or concerns, trailswesttreasurer@gmail.com
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
Submitted by: Ashley Smith / 3rd Grade
Phone Number: 108525

We are submitting 3 options. Option 2 is our first preference. Each map set is $379.

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
Amount: $900 - $1137
Today's Date: 2-14-23

Description of Request:
Third grade is requesting a U.S. & World map pull-down set for each classroom.

How will this request enhance or improve student performance?
A huge part of our S.S. units involve maps. Often we need to look at a map while also projecting something from our computer, not allowing us to show both at once.

Has this request been previously funded? If so, when & by whom?
No

Approval

Principal Pre-Approval
Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

Community Vote
For: ______ Against: ______

Results

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

Treasurer Use Only
Date Paid: ___________ Check #: ___________ Treasurer Initials: ___________

Primary Learning
U.S. & World Pull-Down Map Set

Buy Best Primary Learning U.S. & World Pull-Down Map Set available in several sizes at World Maps Online. Free

[www.worldmapsonline.com](http://www.worldmapsonline.com)

---


Contemporary US and World Map
Classroom Pull Down 2 Map Bundle

Texas Intermediate Thematic Wall Map
texasmapstore.com

Canada/World Primary Combo Classroom Wall Map on Roller w/ Backboard

Quantity discounts on all combinations of Wall Maps! Buy any 2 get $5 off || Buy any 5 get $20

www.mapshop.com

Ashley Smith, M. Ed.
Third Grade
Trails West Elementary

https://outlook.office.com/mail/deepLink?popoutv2=1&version=20230127001.13&view=print
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY Charles Kasten
PHONE NUMBER 720.886.8524

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT $500 TODAY'S DATE 2/14/2023

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
I would like to add to and expand my STEM Center. This will include hands-on building materials, learning games, and art supplies.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This year, students from kindergarten, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades have been able to utilize the materials in my STEM Center. I would like to create some project-based learning experiences (PBL) for each grade level with the new materials and resources. I am attending a district PD session on how to integrate STEM into classrooms.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
The initial items for my STEM Center was through a donorschoose.org project about 10 years ago.

APPROVAL
PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:______ AGAINST:______

RESULTS __________________________________________

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General Vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY
DATE PAID: ____________ CHECK #: ____________ TREASURER INITIAILS: ____________
Shopping Cart

Desselect all items

**SKKSTATIONERY 50Pcs Colored Pencils, 50 Vibrant**
- Price: $9.99
- In Stock
- Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
- This is a gift

**Upgraded Magnetic Blocks Tough Building Tiles STEM**
- Price: $16.99
- #1 Best Seller
- In Stock
- Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
- This is a gift

**Crayola 760488360385, 64 Crayons (Pack of 2)**
- Price: $14.79
- In Stock
- Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns

Subtotal (20 items): $478.33

Proceed to checkout

Your recently viewed items

- SQUAREGLES Warmup Set 54 Pieces Magneti...
  - $64.99
  - Add to Cart

- Veetree 160Pcs Upgraded 2.28"...
  - $17.99
  - Add to Cart

- FUBAOUDA STEM...
  - $23.99
  - Save 30% with coupon
  - Add to Cart
Crayola Super Tips Marker Set
(100 Count), Washable
$15.97
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Size: 100 Count (Pack of 1)
Qty: 1
Delete
Save for later
Add to list
Compare with similar items
Share

Crayola Washable Marker Set,
School Supplies, Gel Markers,
$21.49
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Size: 64 Count (Pack of 1)
Color: Washable
Design: Marker Set
Qty: 1
Delete
Save for later
Add to list
Compare with similar items
Share

Crayola Twistables Colored
Pencil Set (50ct), Kids Art
$18.68
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Qty: 1
Delete
Save for later
Add to list
Compare with similar items
Share

Spirograph Jr. — Jumbo Sized
Gears — Arts and Craft Design
$19.99
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Style: Spirograph Jr.
GEOMEM 155 Pcs Wooden Pattern Blocks Set Geometric

$12.99

Learning Resources Mental Blox Critical Thinking Game,

$25.07

Learning Resources STEM Explorers - Magnet Movers,

$14.49

Learning Resources STEM Explorers Brainometry - 34

$11.99

LINCOLN LOGS-Collector's Edition Village-327 Pieces-Real

$109.99
KASHIAOTE Gears Interlocking Learning Set, STEM
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Style: GC-10612

Qty: 2 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

400 Pieces Building Blocks Toys for Kids | STEM Toys |
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more

Qty: 2 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Join Prime to buy this item at $17.81
Save $3.00

FUBAODA Kids 600pcs Set Building Blocks Construction
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Color: 600pcs

Qty: 2 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

ShenMaster Challenging Fun Brain Teaser Puzzles, Electronic
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

ThinkFun Gravity Maze Marble Run Brain Game and STEM Toy
#1 Best Seller in Marble Runs
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Style: Gravity Maze
Your Items

Saved for later (23 items)  Buy it again

DAT AUTO PARTS Front Right Passenger Side Bumper Fog... Currently unavailable.
Delete
Add to list

JAM PAPER A9 Strathmore Invitation Envelopes - 5 3/4...
See other new offers from $18.99
This item is no longer available from the seller you selected.
Delete
Add to list

Mac Sports He: Frame Collapsi
$91.90
#1 Best Seller
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Sh & FREE Returns
Color: Red
Style: Wagon

Move
Delete
Add to list
Compare with simil

BUG BITE THING Suction Tool, Poison Remover - Bug Bites...
$9.89
#1 Best Seller
In Stock
We updated this item to the best offer currently available at Amazon. The price decreased by $0.06. Learn more

Honeywell Replacement Pad Evaporative Cooler Models C...
$59.95
In Stock
Shipped from: Sylvane

Move to cart
Delete

Sensyne 10" Ri 50" Extendable
$29.99
#1 Best Seller
In Stock
FREE Returns
We updated this offer currently available at Amazon. Learn more
Cold Steel Competition Throwing Hatchet, 16" $38.99
Temporarily out of stock.
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
Color: Competition Throwing Hatchet
Delete
Add to list
Compare with similar items

America in Black and White: One Nation, Indivisible by Stephan Thernstrom
$33.20
Hardcover - Used, Very Good
Only 1 left in stock - order soon.
FREE Returns
We updated this item to the best offer currently available at Amazon.
The price increased by $20.95. Learn more
Delete
Add to list

Throwing Knives, Sahara Sailor Throwing Knives Set 6 Pack,... $17.99
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
Delete
Add to list
Compare with similar items

Lord, I Want to Devotional Stu by Kay Arthur
$15.99
Paperback - Used, 1
In Stock
FREE Returns
We updated this item to the best offer currently available at Amazon.
The price increased by $10.00. Learn more
Delete
Add to list
The price and availability of items at Amazon.com are subject to change. The Cart is a temporary place to store a list of your items. Learn more. Do you have a gift card or promotional code? We’ll ask you to enter your claim code when it’s time to pay.
The Trails West PTO philosophy is that the funds raised will benefit a majority percentage of the Trails West student body. Priority is given to K-5 classrooms, Integrated Arts, and special programs at our school and within the Cherry Creek school district. The PTO does not use money generated from fundraising effort for individuals, clubs or activities.

With that philosophy in mind, the PTO will set aside portions of the budget to be used by teachers & staff for the enrichment of the Trails West student experience and curriculum. These budgeted funds will be available in the form of Teacher & Staff Endowments, Grade Level/Integrated Arts Enrichment & PTO Grants.

PTO GRANTS
The PTO will budget up to $10,000 for PTO Grants once PTO budgeted TA Funding has been achieved. These are generally larger valued items for “special request.” Grant request must be approved by the Principal and approved by a majority vote at a General PTO Grant Approval Meeting.

Criteria:
Unlike Teacher & Staff Endowments or Grade Level Enrichment, Grant funds should benefit a majority percentage of the Trails West student body. The expectation for Grant money is that it will be utilized on items or programs that will greatly enhance the learning or community experience at Trails West Elementary. Examples: building, playground, or safety Enhancements, large value PE equipment/art supplies/music instruments, Collaboration room equipment or materials, cafeteria incentives, etc.

Submission Procedure:
• When possible, compile 3 Quotes from possible vendors.
• Complete the Grant Request Form.
• Submit the completed form & any supporting documentation to the Principal for approval.
• Place the Approved form & any supporting documentation in the PTO Treasurer’s mailbox by February 15, 2023

Grant Approval Meeting:
Principal approved Grant Request Form submission deadline will be February 15, 2023 to allow the PTO to post all requests to the Trails West community for 30 days. The Trails West PTO will hold a General PTO Grant Approval Meeting in April where all Grant Requests will be discussed and voted upon by the Trails West community in attendance.

Financial Procedure:
Once a Grant Request is approved by a majority vote:
• Obtain an original Vendor Invoice OR
• Complete the Reimbursement Form and attach original receipts.
  o Project: “2022-2023 PTO Grant”
  o Reason: “See Grant Request Form.”
• Place forms and original receipts/invoice in the PTO Treasurer’s mailbox.
**Receipts will not be returned. Payment will be made directly to vendor or a check will be issued directly to you.

Please email the PTO Treasurer with any questions or concerns, trailswesttreasurer@gmail.com
CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY: Colleen Erdman

PHONE NUMBER

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT: $1,362.50
TODAY'S DATE: 2/9/23
DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST: Decodable Book Collection - Class Set of 6 = 330 total books
These books follow a scope + sequence that aligns to the Science of Reading.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
These books will be used in Intervention K-2 and possibly 3-5 for our struggling readers. Students will feel successful and engaged while being exposed to a new variety of books.

*I am currently printing books online and assembling them for my students.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
NA

APPROVAL
PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL: [Signature]

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE: FOR:___ AGAINST:___

RESULTS:

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY
DATE PAID: _______ CHECK #: _______ TREASURER INITIALS: _______
Product
Decodable Book Collection, Complete Collection Class Set of 6

Price
$1'250.00

Quantity
1

Subtotal
$1'250.00

Cart totals
Subtotal
$1'250.00
Shipping Cost: $112.50
Shipping to CA.
Tax
EXEMPT
$139.66
Total
$1'502.16

$1'362.50

Quantity
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY Elaine Ryan
PHONE NUMBER 720-886-8519

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT $395.00
or $422.66 w/tax
TODAY'S DATE 2/14/23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:

Large mounted pull down maps of U.S. and World (to be mounted in library?).

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?

This will aid in teaching social studies - geography, history, world events, etc. This can be used to enhance literacy instruction as well.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?

No

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:__ AGAINST:__

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: _____________ CHECK #: _____________ TREASURER INITIALS: _____________
World & U.S. Elementary Political 3-Wall Map Combo | Grades 2-5
$395.00 - 1 + $395.00X

Enter Coupon Code

Subtotal:
$395.00

Shipping:
Estimate

Estimated Sales Tax:

Total:
$422.65

Continue Shopping

Checkout

Sign up to get the latest product news and offers.

your@email.com

Follow

© 1998-2022 Rand McNally. All rights reserved. "Rand McNally" and the Rand McNally logo are registered trademarks of RM Acquisition, LLC d/b/a Rand McNally. Privacy Policy

VISA

DISCOVER

PayPal
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY
Jennifer Langlotz

PHONE NUMBER
720-886-8559

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT
$104.49

TODAY'S DATE
2-13-2023

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
- Sound System improvements/accessories
- Bluetooth transmitter so we won't have to wire in to the sound system
- Replacement microphone clips/stand

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
We will be better able to utilize the sound system for programs on the stage/gym.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?

No

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE

FOR: ______ AGAINST: ______

RESULTS

________________________________________

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices. Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: ____________________ CHECK #: ____________________ TREASURER INITIALS: ____________________
Your Idea Lists

Music room

Public

+ Add Idea to List

Alto Professional Bluetooth Total 2 - XLR Equipped Rechargeable Bluetooth Receiver For Mixing Desk / Audio Mixer Setups and Active PA systems

1,005

$59.00 ... Today 5 PM - 10
Pattern Name : Receiver style : Bluetooth Total MK2
17 Used & New from $52.93

Microphone Stand, Bietrun Tripod Mic Stand Adjustable Boom Height, with Carry Bag & 2 Mic Clips, Detachable Boom Mic Stand for Singing Performance Wedding Stage Church

88

$28.99
10% coupon applied at checkout
Color : Boom

Performance Plus Indestructible Large Barrel/Wireless Microphone Holders-2 Pack (MH4W-2)

494

$16.50
Size : 2 Pack
2 Used & New from $16.50

End of list

Inspired by your list

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/23KVPFZ0LMJM9?ref_=wl_dp_add_item_to_list
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY: Jeanne Richins
PHONE NUMBER: 801 915 0641

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT: $153.00
TODAY'S DATE: 2/15/2023

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Brent Ware cart w/1 shelves (see attached picture)
Deep, multiple shelves are adjustable to manage a variety of projects. Casters will allow me to move projects to the art room from the art room, safely with one trip instead of several.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
As each grade level creates one clay project each year, this cart will help me better manage and safely store the projects. I will purchase a plastic cover that will help projects dry more slowly - ensuring stronger, crack-free pieces.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM? NO

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:_____ AGAINST:_____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: __________ CHECK #: __________ TREASURER INITIALS: __________
Brent Ware Cart - left angle of steel frame cart showing 12 plywood shelves and heavy duty casters (shelving not included)

Item # 30205-1008  Ware cart  773.00
Item # 30205-1009  optional shelves 165.00
Shipping from factory  215.00

$ 1153.00
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY
Michelle Guy
PHONE NUMBER
720-886-8564

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT $299.99
TODAY'S DATE 2/15/23
DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:

Social emotional curriculum for 3-5th

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?

Helps kids learn coping skills, ways to solve problems, & better functional skills

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?

School pd for last years subscription. It expires in May so we don't need the $ immediately.

APPROVAL
PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:_____ AGAINST:_____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: __________________ CHECK #: __________________ TREASURER INITIALS: __________________
Cherry Creek School District - 1 Basic License (Renewal)

Quote created: February 13, 2023  Reference: 20230213-155641491

Cherry Creek School
District
11777 E Wesley Ave
Aurora, Colorado 80014
United States

Comments

1 Basic license renewal for mguy@cherrycreekschools.org

Basic plan: Limited student management
- Create two Saved Lists
- Manage progress for two students
- Assign two homework assignments per month

Priscilla Tjandra - Customer Support Everyday Speech

Products & Services

Basic (Annual) - Quote (Enterprise) 1 x $299.99/year

Annual subtotal $299.99

Total $299.99
This quote expires on May 14, 2023

Purchase terms

Questions? Contact me

Priscilia Tjandra
Customer Support
support@everydayspeech.com

Everyday Speech
DEPT CH 17439
Palatine IL 60055-7439
US
TRAILS WEST PTO

PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY Leslie Doster and in consultation by Jeanne Richins

PHONE NUMBER Library

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT $1,000.00 TODAY'S DATE 8/14/23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST: A touchable Mural designed, installed, and painted by Jeanne Richins in our library facing the Storysteps and approx. 30' x 9'. The project is similar to the "Tactile Mural teaches the art of mindfulness." Story out of Clifton, CO by Rocky Mt. POS.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?

A sensory/touchable 3D mural in the library will provide delight and stimulation to our fairly empty wall space for students to meet more of their emotional needs. And promote literacy!

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?

No.

APPROVAL

[Signature]

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:____ AGAINST:____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation. Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirect.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2023, or predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditures.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: ______________ CHECK #: ______________ TREASURER INITIALED: ______________

- $86 faux shrub Home Depot
- $60 faux succulents Amazon
- $60 faux brick
- $73 faux cone
- $14 painters tape
- $10 paint brushes
- $6 faux polymerstone coat /gal x 2
- $18 faux fur
- $12 faux leather
- $27 artificial tree base
- $17 70 mosaic tile
3-Pack Blue Painters Tape 1.88 Inches x 60 Yards
Blue Masking Tape Bulk - Sharp Edge Line Technology, Produces Sharp Lines Residue-Free and Artisan Grade Wall Trim Tape, Chuangseed

Visit the CHUANGSEED Store
43 ratings

Price: $16.75
FREE Returns

Get 5% back ($0.83 in rewards) on the amount charged to your Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card.

Color: Blue
Brand: CHUANGSEED

Material: Rubber, Crepe
Compatible Material: Paper

About this item
- HIGH PERFORMANCE PAINTERS TAPE: 1.88" x 60yds 3-Pack, Its specially formulated rubber adhesive system is designed to hold firmly onto multiple surfaces, such as flat, smooth, or lightly textured walls, wood, metal window frames, baseboards, glass, tile, or hardwood floors, it will not dry out or lose its holding power.
- CLEAN AND SHARP PAINT LINES: Blue painters tape will help you create a perfect edge in all types of painting, trimming, edging, masking and so on. Great balance of strength, flexibility, durability, and removability. Contains crepe paper backing to prevent paint bleed, yet removes cleanly without damage. You'll always get a perfect edge when you use it to create a border for painting or caulking jobs.
- SURFACE-SAFE AND RESIDUE-FREE: Blue Masking Tape guarantees to be used without concern of damaging, peeling, or leaving sticky residues when removing, for up to 14 days after application, or until the paint is dry to the touch before removing the tape. Because of its clean release, it is also used in the flooring industry since it does well to allow clean lines without any paint bleeding through the edges.
- MULTIPURPOSE PAINTERS TAPE: Multi-use artist tape perfect for creating sharp, clean lines and narrow edges for a seamless paint design. Painter's Tape is also a must-have for every professional painter and handyman to always keep consistently handy. The blue painter's tape backing is strong but removes easily from the surface in one go without causing surface damage.
- EASY TO MANAGE, PEEL AND STICK: Our blue Painters tape 1.88 inch sports an easy-release adhesive liner and pressure sensitive adhesive, allowing it to unwind from the roll easily. It will only stick once you press it down, sticking only to the intended surface. Empowering the average user with little to no experience in painting and home renovation to finally produce professional-Grade paint jobs that are as par with contractors and professionals.

Report Incorrect product Information.

Recently bought together

Total price: $54.22
Add all three to Cart

These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details

- This item: 3-Pack Blue Painters Tape 1.88 Inches x 60 Yards Blue Masking Tape Bulk - Sharp Edge Line Technology, ... $16.75
- Pro Grade - Paint Brushes - 5 Ea - Paint Brush Set $9.98
- Frost King P115R Clear Polyethylene Drop Cloths (5 Pack), 9' x 12' x 1Mil $7.49 ($0.02/Sq Ft)
Pro Grade - Paint Brushes - 5 Ea - Paint Brush Set

Visit the Pro Grade Store
$1,220 ratings

Sponsored

-17% $9.98

List Price: $11.69

Same-Day

FREE Returns

Get 5% back ($0.49 in rewards) on the amount charged to your Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card.

Color
Multicolor

Material
Synthetic, Stainless Steel

Size
Spk Soft

Brand
Pro Grade

Paint Type
All Paints and Stains

About this item

- Paint Brush Set Includes 1 Ea of 1" Flat, 1-1/2" Angle, 2" Stubby Angle, 2" Flat & 2-1/2" Angle
- Paint Brushes For Interior Or Exterior Projects. Use Angle Sash Paint Brush For Cutting Crisp Lines.
- Professional Results On Walls, Trim, Cabinets, Doors, Fences, Decks, Touch Ups, Arts And Crafts.
- Premium Quality Paint Brushes At A Cheap Price! No Cardboard Covers Come With This Set.
- The SRT filament blend holds more paint to save time, less streaks & premium finish on walls & trim.

See more product details

Customer ratings by feature

Easy to use
4.6

Easy to hold
4.6

Durability
4.6

Value for money
4.5

Customer reviews

$9.98

Same-Day

FREE Returns

FREE delivery Today
5 PM - 10 PM on qualifying orders over $25. Order within 2 hrs 26 mins

Deliver to Laslo - Centennial 80016

In Stock.

Add to Cart

Add Now

Secure transaction

Ships from Amazon

Sold by Pro Grade Supplies

Returns Refund or Replacement within 30 days of...

Gift options Add at checkout

Details

Add to List

Add to Cart

Amazon Basics Blue Painters Tape, 1.9 Inches x 180 Feet - Set of 6 Rolls

$39.98

Today 5 PM - 10 PM

New (2) from $9.98

Other Sellers on Amazon

$13.99
& FREE Shipping

Sold by: Pro Grade Supplies

Recently bought together

Total price: $28.71

Add all three to Cart

These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details

Sponsored

This Item: Pro Grade - Paint Brushes - 5 Ea - Paint Brush Set $9.98
1 gal Minwax 13333 Clear Polycrylic Water-Based Protective Finish Satin

Visit the Minwax Store
23,408 ratings

Amazon's Choice in Household Polyurethanes, Shellac & Varnish by Minwax

Price: $66.97 ($0.52 / fl oz)
FREE Returns

Get 5% back ($3.34 in rewards) on the amount charged to your Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card.

Size: 1 Gallon (Pack of 1)

1 Gallon (Pack of 1)  1 Quarts (Pack of 1)  8 fl oz (Pack of 1)

11.5 Ounce (Pack of 1)

Style: Satin

Gloss  Satin  Semi-Gloss  Matte  Ultra Flat

Pattern Name: Polycrylic Protective

Brand  Minwax
Color  Gallon
Finish Type  Satin
Size  1 Gallon (Pack of 1)
Item Volume  1 liters
Unit Count  128.0 fl oz
Net Weight  11.5 oz

See more

About this item

- PROTECT WOOD SURFACES – Minwax Polycrylic Protective Finish protects and adds beauty to your interior wood projects, including woodwork, furniture, doors and cabinets. The clear top coat protects against scratches, spills, dirt and more.
- CRYSTAL CLEAR FINISH THAT LASTS – The crystal clear finish offered in this protective coating is ideal for use over all Minwax Oil-Based and Water-Based Stains and colors, as well as all wood species including light woods like maple, ash and birch.
- SATIN SHEEN – Give your wood projects a sleek finish with this satin clear varnish. It not only protects the natural beauty of the wood, but offers an attractive, classic sheen for a modern and subtle look. It’s non-yellowing, non-ambering and low odor.
- ULTRA FAST DRYING – Get more done with this protective poly coating. It’s a fast-drying clear coat, which allows for quick recoats after 2 hours, letting you get projects done faster. Be sure to apply with a high-quality synthetic bristle brush.
- EASY CLEAN UP – This water-based wood finish allows for easy soap and water clean-up, so you don’t have to stress about spills and big messes.
- It can be used over bare wood and both oil-based and water-based stains
- Polycrylic has little odor, cleans up easily with soap and water and can be recoated in only 2 hours

Show more

Customer ratings by feature

Style  4.6
Easy to use  4.4
Longevity  4.4
Easy to clean  4.3

See all reviews

SAVE $10 when you try Amazon pickup
When home delivery isn’t ideal, send your order to an Amazon Locker or Counter. Find a convenient pickup point near you. Size and weight restrictions may apply. Find out more
Barcelonetta | Faux Fur Squares | Shaggy Fur Fabric Cuts, Patches | Craft, Costume, Camera Floor & Decoration (Kelly Green, 20" X 20"
Visit the Barcelonetta Store
5,534 ratings

$17.90 (5.63 / Sq Ft)

FREE Returns
Size: 20" X 20"
10" X 10"  20" X 20"  28" X 28"  30" X 36"
Color: Bubble Gum
Material: Polyester
Color: Kelly Green
Fabric Type: Faux Fur
Brand: Barcelonetta
Pattern: Solid

About this item
- Faux Fur
- Made in USA
- [ AMERICAN BRAND ] - Pre-Cut in Los Angeles, CA with Imported Material. We support 'Shop Local', that is why we say: 'This Product is Proudly Pre-Cut in United States of America' for your convenience.
- [ PRODUCT DIMENSIONS ] - L: 20" Inches X W: 20" Inches
- [ PILE LENGTH & MATERIAL ] - Pile Length: 2" - 2.5" Inches , Material: 80% Acrylic & 20% Polyester
- [ Sold by the Unit ] - Product is sold by unit. Package contains one unit that you ordered.
- [ BRANDED ] - Barcelonetta products carry 'Barcelonetta' brand labels on the packaging which ensures you "Customer Satisfaction Guarantee". 30-Day Free Return. (Trademark Registered)

Additional Details
Small Business
This product is from a small business brand. Support small. Learn more
Report incorrect product information.

Glitz Sequin Fabric 54" wide sold by the yard White
$7.72
Shop now

Taffeta Sequins Red Fabric by The Yard
$10.00
Shop now

Sponsored

Back to results
HGUAN Smooth Solid Color Black Faux Leather 12"X53"(30cmX135cm), Faux Leather Sheets Roll Very Suitable for Making Crafts, Leather Earrings, Bows, Sewing (Black)

Brand: HGUAN
361 ratings | 3 answered questions
Amazon's Choice for "leather fabric"

$11.99 ($2.72 / Sq Ft)

FREE Returns
FREE delivery Thursday, February 16. Order within 4 hrs 7 mins
Deliver to Leslie - Centennial 80016

In Stock.
Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Details

About this item
- [Smooth Solid Color Faux Leather Sheets] A variety of colors, the leather is bright in color, the surface texture is clear and the texture is strong, which can meet the needs of most crafts lovers.
- [High Quality Material] The artificial leather is made of PU, the surface is wear-resistant, scratch-resistant, not easy to tear, no pungent odor, and durable.
- [Wide Use] Suitable for DIY handicraft accessories, leather earrings, bows, leather tassels, wallets, handbags, cosmetic bags, sewing, etc.
- [Size/Thickness] 1 roll package, size: 12"X53"(30cmX135cm), thickness: 0.9mm-1.0mm.
- [About Cutting] During the production process, we can use equipment or scissors to cut.

Report incorrect product information.

Consider a similar item
PrintWorks Fabric TRANSFERS Variety, Dark/Light (790)
$10.49
Climate Pledge Friendly

buy it with

Total price: $33.97

Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details

- This item: HGUAN Smooth Solid Color Black Faux Leather 12"X53"(30cmX135cm), Faux Leather Sheets Roll Very Suitable for Making Crafts, Leather Earrings, Bows, Sewing (Black) $11.99 ($2.72 / Sq Ft)
- Ramya Smooth Solid Color Faux Leather Sheets Rolls 14"X53"(35cm X 135cm), Faux Leather is Great for Handmade... $11.99
- RAMYA Smooth Solid Color Faux Leather Sheets (7.8"X53") PU Leather is Very Suitable for Making DIY Earrings, Mak... $9.99

stars and above
Artificial Tree Bark
18in*19.7in (16.15 sq.ft)
Silicone Fake Bark for Pillars
Wraps Street Light Poles
/oration Indoor and
Outdoor Tree Trunk Wall
and: Imengnie
reviews

$116.99

FREE Returns
FREE delivery Friday, February
17. Order within 9 hrs 30 mins
Deliver to Leslie - Centennial
80016

In Stock.
Qty: 1

Add to Cart
Buy Now

Secure transaction
Ships from Amazon
Sold by Ants flying US
Returns Eligible for Return,
Refund or Replacement
within 30 days of...
Packaging Shows what's inside
Gift options Add at checkout
Details

Add to List

$116.99

Enhance your purchase
Payment plans
3 options from $19.50/mo (6 mo) with 0% APR

One-time payment
$116.99

Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Card
(ending with 8979)
$19.50/mo (6 mo) Interest: $0.00
(0% APR)
- Cannot be combined with any %
back
- Financing option applies to final
order total amount

Amazon Store Card
(ending with 8878)
$19.50/mo (6 mo) Interest: $0.00
(0% APR)
- Cannot be combined with any %
back
- Financing option applies to final
order total amount

Affirm
(approval required. No late fees.)
$11.41/mo or less (12 mo) (10-30%
APR)
- Checking your eligibility will not
affect your credit

Sponsored

Have one to sell?
Sell on Amazon
STICKGOO 10-Sheet Herringbone Tile Peel and Stick Backsplash, White Marble PVC Stick on Backsplash, Self Adhesive Wall Tile for Kitchen and Bathroom

ICOFUN 40-Sheet Colorful Glass Peel and Stick Backsplash, 6.6" x 6.6" Mixed Color Stained Quartz Mosaic Tiles

$49.99 (3.13 / Count)

FREE Returns

FREE delivery Thursday, February 18. Order within 7 hrs 58 mins

Deliver to Leslie - Centennial 80016

In Stock.

Add to Cart
Buy Now

Secure transaction

Ships from Amazon

Sold by DICOFUN

Returns Eligible for Return, Refund or Replacement within 30 days of...

Details

Gift options Add at checkout

Compare all 3 plans

5 options from $11.67/mo (6 mo) with 0% APR

One-time payment $69.99

Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Card (ending with 8979)

$11.67/mo (6 mo) Interest: $0.00 (0% APR)

- Cannot be combined with any % back
- Financing option applies to final order total amount

Amazon Store Card (ending with 8878)

$11.67/mo (6 mo) Interest: $0.00 (0% APR)

- Cannot be combined with any % back
- Financing option applies to final order total amount

Affirm (approval required. No late fees.)

$12.71/mo or less (6 mo) (10-30% APR)

- Checking your eligibility will not affect your credit
- Payment plan applies to entire cart

Learn more

Payment plans

About this item

- SIZE: 40 sheets high-quality peel and stick glass tiles. Size: 6.6"x6.6"x0.16" each (The chips are 0.5"x0.8"), cover 12.1 sq ft per box. More easier to install than 12"x12" traditional self-adhesive tiles.
- EASY DIY: Peel and stick installation, strong 3M backing foam tape. No need special tools, no extra adhesive, no grouting without mess, save your time and money on contractors.
- USES: Most people used in kitchen backsplash, steamy bathroom walls, laundry rooms, RV, fireplace, safe for use in wet areas. It will improve the waterproof performance if use glass glue or caulk to fill the seams.
- MATERIAL: Sturdy quartz glass, these mosaics in gentle colors will not lose their colors, you can create beautiful patterns not limited by imagination.
- It is recommended you purchase a minimum of 10% extra tiles to account for design cuts and patterns. Please capture all tiles for a project within one order, so multiple orders with long intervals may receive slightly different

Shingles panel pieces
TORURAL 100 Vintage Brown/Red Faux Brick Wall Tiles, 3D Thin Brick Veneers for Bedroom, Bathroom, Kitchen, Fireplace and Fence Wall Panels (14.2 sq ft)

Brand: TORURAL
- 36 ratings

-9% $49.99 ($5.00 / 10 items)
Was: $54.99

FREE Returns
Get 5% back ($2.49 in rewards) on the amount charged to your Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card.

Size: 8.66"x2.36
Color: Red/Brown

Number of items: 100

Material: Inorganic Minerals
Brand: TORURAL
Color: Red/Brown
Shape: Rectangular
Finish Type: Matte

About this item
- One box contains 100 cost-effective thin brick veneers, covers 14.2 sq. ft. Each piece is 2.36-in width x 8.66-in length x 0.15-in thick. Want to take a closer look at these tiles before placing a full order? Order a sample brick! Samples come full size and with Free Delivery, and they're a great way to get a feel for a tile's size, color and texture. You can even see how it looks on the wall in your chosen space.
- The thin brick veneer is flexible and can be used on curved walls. Made from durable inorganic mineral powder and poly-acrylic binder, with a matte texture finish.
- Lightweight and easy to cut, no special tools needed, much easier for do-it-yourselfers. Simply use a notched trowel spread the premixed tile adhesive to virtually any surface and press the single thin bricks sheets into place, half cost and time of conventional brick installation.
- It will hold up to moisture, sunlight, and washing. Waterproof and heat resistant, in climates ranging from -37 deg F up to 212 deg F (Over 40 deg F when installed). The TORURAL thin brick veneer is not fire proof, it is essential to use proper clearances from flame.
- Excellent for exterior wall fence designs and interior applications, fireplace surrounds, shower wall, over drywall, concrete, and wood. Faux Brick fantastic solutions to unsightly, stubborn bothersome walls, or any surface that requires covering, such as living room, bedroom, kitchen area space feature walls and ceiling in home design; company logo wall, conference room, lobby backdrop, reception desk front function space in the workplace, dining establishment, cafes, cinema, and club design.

Report incorrect product information.

Magnetic Vinyl Wall Panel 36sf by Wallworks Design (Difftwood Gray)
$209.99

Recently bought together
- Total price: $99.98
- This item: TORURAL 100 Vintage Brown/Red Faux Brick Wall Tiles, 3D Thin Brick Veneers for Bedroom, Bathroom, K... $49.99 ($5.00 / 10 items)
- TORURAL 100 Red Faux Brick Wall Tiles, 3D Thin Brick Veneers for Bedroom, Bathroom, Kitchen, Fireplace and Fen... $49.99 ($5.32 / sq ft)
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY Charles Kasten
PHONE NUMBER 720.886.8524

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT $500
TODAY'S DATE 2/14/2023

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
I would like to add to and expand my STEM Center. This will include hands-on building materials, learning games, and art supplies.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This year, students from kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades have been able to utilize the materials in my STEM Center. I would like to create some project-based learning experiences (PBL) for each grade level with the new materials and resources. I am attending a district PD session on how to integrate STEM into classrooms.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
The initial items for my STEM Center were through a donorschoose.org project about 10 years ago.

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:______ AGAINST:______

RESULTS


Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices. Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: ____________ CHECK #: ____________ TREASURER INITIALS: ____________
Pay $33.32/month or less for 18 months when you select Affirm as your payment method at checkout.

Shopping Cart
Deselect all items

SKKSTATIONERY 50Pcs
Colored Pencils, 50 Vibrant
Price: $9.99
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
This is a gift Learn more
Color: 50Pcs
Qty: 1
Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Upgraded Magnetic Blocks
Tough Building Tiles STEM
Price: $16.99
#1 Best Seller in Magnet Toys
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
This is a gift Learn more
Qty: 1
Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Crayola 760488360385, 64 Ct Crayons (Pack of 2)
Price: $14.79
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
This is a gift Learn more
Size: 64 Count (Pack of 2)
Qty: 1
Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Subtotal (20 items): $478.33
This order contains a gift
Proceed to checkout

Your recently viewed items

SQUAREGLES Warmup Set 54 Pieces Magnet... Price: $64.99
Add to Cart

Veetree 160Pcs Upgraded 2.28"... Price: $17.99
Add to Cart

FUBADDA STEM... Price: $23.99
Save 30% with coupon
Add to Cart
GEMEM 155 Pcs Wooden Pattern Blocks Set Geometric

Price: $12.99

In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Learning Resources Mental Blox Critical Thinking Game,

Price: $25.07

In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Learning Resources STEM Explorers - Magnet Movers,

Price: $14.49

In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

Learning Resources STEM Explorers Brainometry - 34

Price: $11.99

In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
Gift options not available. Learn more
Style: Brainometry

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share

LINCOLN LOGS-Collector's Edition Village-327 Pieces-Real

Price: $109.99

In Stock
Eligible for FREE Shipping & FREE Returns
☐ This is a gift Learn more
Style: Blocks Game Kit

Qty: 1 Delete Save for later
Add to list Compare with similar items
Share
Your Items

Saved for later (23 items)

Buy it again

DAT AUTO PARTS Front Right Passenger Side Bumper Fog... Currently unavailable.
Delete
Add to list

JAM PAPER A9 Strathmore Invitation Envelopes - 5 3/4...
See other new offers from $18.99
This item is no longer available from the seller you selected.
Delete
Add to list

Mac Sports He: Frame Collapsi
$91.90
#1 Best Seller
In Stock
Eligible for FREE Sh & FREE Returns
Color: Red
Style: Wagon
Move
Delete
Add to list
Compare with similar

BUG BITE THING Suction Tool, Poison Remover - Bug Bites...
$9.89
#1 Best Seller
In Insect Bite
In Stock
We updated this item to the best offer currently available at Amazon. The price decreased by $0.06. Learn more
Delete
Add to list

Honeywell Replacement Pad Evaporative Cooler Models C...
$59.95
In Stock
Shipped from: Sylvane
Move to cart
Delete

Sensyne 10" Ri 50" Extendable
$29.99
#1 Best Seller
In Stock
FREE Returns
We updated this offer currently available at Amazon. Learn more
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY Kim Kelleher
PHONE NUMBER 720-886-8528

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT $91.17 TODAY'S DATE 2-8-23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:

1 beanbag, 4 pairs of noise cancelling headphones
% can be shared w/ 3-5AE

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?

Students in our BD classroom need quiet to be able to access education, both in the special education and general education classes. We also need spaces to relax and calm before rejoining learning.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?

APPROVAL
PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:______ AGAINST:______

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY
DATE PAID: ___________ CHECK #: ___________ TREASURER INITIALS: ___________
Dr. meter Noise Cancelling Ear Muffs 27 NRR Noise Cancelling Headphones for Kids with Adjustable Headband - Kids Ear Protection for Sleeping Mowing and Studying - 2 Packs, Green & Pink

Visit the Dr. meter Store 2,722 ratings
Amazon's Choice for "kids ear protection"

$25.99

One-Day
FREE Returns

Save 5% coupon applied to one item per order at checkout
Terms
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $1.30 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card. May be available at a lower price from other sellers, potentially without free Prime shipping.

Color: Pink and Green

- [Soft & Comfortable]: Dr. meter kids Earmuffs are made of high density sponge on the inside and covered with premium PU leather on the outside for comfy, cozy wearing no matter how long you put them on.
- [Adjustable Headband]: The adjustable headband makes it possible to cover any head size by just pulling or retracting the headband. Plus, these lightweight earmuffs come with 360° swivel ear cup for convenient storage.
- [Mighty Noise Reduction]: Armed with rugged ABS shell and thickened noise reduction sponge, these earmuffs provide an NRR of 27 dB, effectively reduce noise and shelter kids’ hearing from damage.
- [Authorized Certification]: Double certification, double your peace of mind! Dr. meter Earmuffs meet both ANSI S3.19 standards and CE EN 352.1 European standards, offering you the perfect and quality hearing protection.
- [Various Occasions Available]: Fancy for a gorgeous fireworks show, football match or Monster Jam but step back at the thought of potential hearing impairment to the kids? Dr. meter is here to help! Just put on the earmuffs and head right out for any adventures and events with ease.

> See more product details

Customer ratings by feature
PROHEAR 032 2 Pack Kids Ear Protection, NRR 25dB, Adjustable Headband Safety Earmuffs for Sports Events, Concerts, Airports - Orange & Blue

4.327 ratings

27% $29.99

FREE Returns
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $1.50 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card.

Style: 2 Pack - Orange&Blue

1 Pack - Black-purple Graffiti
1 Pack - Blue-firework Pattern
1 Pack - Orange-lollipop 1 Pack - Skull
1 Pack - White-graffiti
1 Pack With Eyewear - Blue-firework Pattern

2 Pack - Orange&Blue 2 Pack - Orange&white

- Durable ABS shell, ultra-soft and extremely lightweight material
- Imported
- Best For Your Cutie Pies - These "Lollipop" and "Firework" hearing protectors come with vivid colors. The unique crafts help to ensure the high visibility color will not fade over time. Feel confident that you're children are safe and noticeable
- Durable Comfort - Wide&Padded headband and soft ear pads are great for longer periods of wearing. The 360° rotatable cups design gives a more cozy fit and seals for protecting kids' ears. Snap-in design allows for easy maintenance and replacement. The best gifts for toddlers to teens
- Safety Certification - Our kids earmuffs are certified ANSI S3.19-1974 and CE EN 352-1. NRR 25dB means they could reduce noise levels enough for your child not to be disturbed while sleeping. They're great for monster truck show, sports events, autism, airplane, concerts, fireworks, etc
- Easy To Pack - Never send you into meltdown, adjustable headband & 360°rotatable cups design allows child folded them into a very compact size to fit the smallest of spaces (travel drawstring bag included)
ZOHAN Kids Ear Protection 2 Pack, Hearing Protection Safety Ear Muffs for Children Have Sensory Issues, Adjustable Noise Reduction Earmuffs for Concerts, Fireworks (Nebula&Rap)

Visit the ZOHAN Store
1,448 ratings
Amazon's Choice for "child ear protection for noise"

$31.95 ($15.98 / Count)

FREE Returns
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $1.60 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card.

Color: Nebula&ramp

|$31.95 ($15.98 / Count) | $32.99

- High quality ABS, ultra soft and lightweight material
- Imported
- CONCEPT: Hearing protectors don’t have to be “Ugly”, they could be cute and cool. The stylish design and bright color appeal to kids easily.
- NO METAL: The ZOHAN kids ear protection DON’T have any metal parts which might potentially hurt your children. Besides, rather than ear plugs, these muffs are truly over-ear design which provides more comfort and snug fit, also no swallow hazards for your kids.
- 2 PACK Included: Nebula and Unicorn Pattern, design for children who have sensory issues and need extra hearing protection. And these are perfect for air shows, concerts, fireworks, travel, sports events, yard work, etc
- CAUTIONS: ZOHAN hearing protection muffs could not block all/most noise. But they do reduce noise which might be harmful to your kids. The NRR (Noise Reduction Rating) is 22db. For example, the Environment noise level as measured at the air is 92dbA; the NRR is 22 Decibles(db); then the level of noise enter to your ear is approximately equal to 70dbA. These ear defenders do protect your kids’ hearing.
- TRY IT NOW: ZOHAN offers 1-YEAR-WARRANTY, you can try our kids noise canceling headphones, or you will never know how great they are. And if you have any question with, suggestions, or issues, please feel to contact us.

$29.99 vs prime
Big Joe Classic Bean Bag Chair Spicy Lime Smartmax, 2ft Round
Visit the Big Joe Store
22,986 ratings
-15% $39.99
List Price: $46.66
FREE Returns
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $1.96 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card.
Color: Spicy Lime
Style: Round
Pattern Name: Beanbag
Brand: Big Joe
Color: Spicy Lime
Pattern: Beanbag
Material: Smartmax
Fill Material: Stainless Steel
Fabric Type: 100% polyester

See more

About this item
- 100% polyester
- Made in the USA and Imported
- COMFORT MEETS STYLE: Big kids and little ones alike can enjoy a comfy spot to sit all their own! This bean bag chair is a great fit for a variety of living spaces with the "classic" bean bag shape everyone loves! Designed with a convenient handle makes it easy for little hands to travel to their next adventure.
- DURABLE MATERIAL: Made a spill? Designed with our durable, stain-resistant SmartMax fabric, spot cleaning is easily accomplished.
- PERFECTLY FILLED: We purposely fill your bean bag with the perfect amount of beans, because we know an over-filled bean bag is not comfy!
- IT'S IN THE DETAILS: Double-stitched with dual zippers for extra safety and durability. Take the Classic bean bag chair with you wherever you go with its convenient built-in handle.

Other Sellers on Amazon
$46.00 Add to Cart
$65.20 Add to Cart

New (3) from $39.19 Prime FREE Delivery

Roll over image to zoom in
2 VIDEOS
VIEW IN YOUR ROOM
Posh Creations Bean Bag Chair for Kids, Teens, and Adults Includes Removable and Machine Washable Cover, 38in - Large, Canvas White Stars on Blue (YBLG-ST067)

Visit the Posh Creations Store
5,969 ratings
#1 Best Seller in Kids' Bean Bag Chairs

$44.99

FREE Returns
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $2.25 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card.

Style: 38in - Large
27in - Medium 38in - Large 48in - X-Large

Color: Canvas White Stars on Blue

Brand: Posh Creations
Color: Canvas White Stars on Blue
Pattern: Stars
Material: Polystyrene
Fill Material: Polystyrene
Fabric Type: Polyester Blend

About this item
- Polyester Blend
- PREMIUM BEANBAGS: Posh bean bags are durable, ultra soft and stuffed with comfy polystyrene beans and all have removable washable covers.
- IDEAL SIZE: Measuring 38 in x 38 in x 27 in, our bean bags are great for all, from an adult to child.
- FUN FURNITURE: From an office to a playroom or bedrooms, our chairs are a great addition to any room.

In Stock.

Add to Cart

Secure transaction

Ships from Amazon.com
Sold by Amazon.com

Return policy: Eligible for Return, Refund or Replacement within 30 days of receipt

Add to List

Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon
Big Joe Milano Bean Bag Chair, Black Smartmax, 2.5ft

Visit the Big Joe Store
14,045 ratings
Amazon's Choice in Bean Bag Chairs by Big Joe

-21% $56.04
List Price: $74.40
FREE Returns
Earn 5% back on this purchase (worth $2.80 when redeemed) with your Prime Store Card.

Color: Stretch Limo Black Smartmax

Style: Milano
Milano with Vibe 
Kid's Milano
Milano Large
Milano Outdoor Milano

Pattern Name: Blazer
Blazer
Blazer + Beanbag Chair Navy
Blazer + Beanbag Chair Red
Blazer + Beanbag Chair Stretch

Enhance your purchase
Payment plans
From $9.34/mo (6 mo) with 0% APR

Brand: Big Joe
Color: Stretch Limo Black Smartmax
Pattern: Blazer
Material: Polyester
Fill Material: Foam
Fabric Type: Smartmax

See more

About this item
• Smartmax
• Made in the USA and Imported
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY  First Grade Teachers

PHONE NUMBER
Contact Person: Nancy Carroll est. 68517

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT $777.75  TODAY'S DATE 2-14-23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Reading Eggs subscription Feb. 2023 - May 2024

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This online subscription supports 1st graders at all levels and abilities with phonics and foundational skills development. It's fun and engaging, too! The content is individualized to meet students where they are. Our advanced students are challenged, too!

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
No - we completed the 30 day free trial.

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:_____ AGAINST:_____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID:  CHECK #:  TREASURER INITIALS:
**Unless otherwise specified in this Order Form, the Start Date for your license(s) will be one of the following: (a) the day immediately following the expiration date of the prior license term or (b) the date in which we have accepted your order and have issued log-in credentials for your software license.**

**Invoicing and Payment Terms**
The full amount of Your Order will be invoiced when accepted by Us. Payment is due 15 days after invoice date.

**Terms and Conditions**
For the purposes of this Order Form, "you" and "your" refer to Customer, and "we", "us" and "our" refer to edmentum Inc. and affiliates. This Order Form and any documents it incorporates (including the Standard Purchase and License Terms located at http://www.edmentum.com/standardterms and the documents it references) form the entire agreement between you and us ("Agreement"). You acknowledge that any terms and conditions in your purchase order or any other documents you provide that enhance our obligations or restrictions or contradict the Agreement do not have force and effect.

**Purchase Order**
You acknowledge that this Agreement is non-cancellable and you will submit a purchase order for the full amount of this Order Form. Your order will not be scheduled for delivery until you have submitted a purchase order referencing and conforming to this Order Form.
Acceptance
This offer will expire on the Order Form Expiration Date noted above unless we earlier withdraw or extend the offer in writing.

I represent that I have read the terms and conditions included in this Agreement, that I am authorized to accept this offer and the Agreement's terms and conditions on behalf of the customer identified above and that I do accept this offer on behalf of the customer who agrees to adhere to the Agreement's terms and conditions. To the extent that either parties process does not require that I execute this Order Form, I accept, acknowledge and agree to the terms and conditions identified in and referenced in this Agreement as signified by my receipt, use or access of the products and/or services identified. Please fax all pages to 1.877.519.9555 or email to orders@edmentum.com.

Customer Signature

Name (Printed or Typed)

Title

Date
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY 2nd Grade - Melissa Kelly & Leah Mathis
PHONE NUMBER 720-886-8514
REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT ≈ $650 TODAY'S DATE 2-14-23
DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
We would like to replace our smartboards with whiteboards.
3 needed in 2nd Grade

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This will give us more usable space in our classroom
and allow students to work on projected material.
* Smartboard software is not supported by the district anymore.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
No

APPROVAL
PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.
COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:_____ AGAINST:_____
RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a
predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY
DATE PAID: ____________ CHECK #: ______________ TREASURER INITIALS: ____________
Description

Furniture Delivery

Assembly Instructions

Invite employees or students to share ideas and concepts on this Realspace whiteboard. The magnetic surface makes it easy to post notes or memos, while the steel board and aluminum frame offer durability. A marker tray keeps your writing utensils and erasers close at hand. This Realspace whiteboard has an easy-to-clean dry-erase surface to help prevent ghosting, and the included mounting hardware simplifies installation.

Dry-erase surface wipes clean easily without streaking or ghosting.

Included marker tray keeps markers close at hand.

Sturdy aluminum frame provides durability.

Comes with mounting hardware for fast and easy installation.

Dimensions: 48"H x 72"W.

Silver finish.

This product is heavy and/or oversized and may need more than one person to handle.

Specifications

Item #
951851

Manufacturer #
KK0351

VIZ-PRO Magnetic Dry Erase Board, 72 X 48 Inches, Silver Aluminium Frame

Visit the VIZ-PRO Store  858 ratings  | 12 answered questions

$296.00 ($12.35 / sq ft)

Scheduled Delivery  FREE Returns

Pay $24.71/month for 12 months, interest-free upon approval for the Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Card

May be available at a lower price from other sellers, potentially without free Prime shipping.

Size: 72 X 48 Inches

48 X 48 Inches $219.90  ($11.74 / sq ft)

60 X 36 Inches $179.90  ($11.99 / sq ft)

60 X 48 Inches $215.90  ($10.80 / sq ft)

72 X 48 Inches $296.50  ($12.35 / sq ft)

96 X 48 Inches $336.90  ($11.55 / sq ft)

Enhance your purchase

Payment plans
$20.65/mo (18 mo) at example APR of 30% (rates from 10-30% APR)

Brand  VIZ-PRO
Color  Silver
Material  Acrylonitrile Butadiene Sty, Aluminum
Mounting Type  Wall Mount
Dimensions  72.83 x 50 x 2.17 Inches

About this item
- Overall size: 72" x 48" (frame included);
- Writing surface size: 70" x 46";
- Smooth & durable magnetic writing surface, easily drywipe with all dry-erase markers.

Buy new:
$296.00 ($12.35 / sq ft)

Scheduled Delivery  FREE Returns

FREE scheduled delivery as soon as Saturday, February 18, 6 AM - 9 AM

Deliver to melissa - Aurora 80018

In Stock.

Secure transaction
Ships from  Amazon
Sold by  Tromba-Pro
Returns  Eligible for Return, Refund or Replacement within 30 days of receipt

Add a gift receipt for easy returns

Save with Used - Very Good
$240.24 ($10.01 / sq ft)

FREE delivery for Prime members
Ships from: Amazon
Sold by: Amazon Warehouse

Add to List

New & Used (5) from $197.70  FREE Scheduled Delivery

Other Sellers on Amazon
$310.90 ($12.95 / sq ft)

Have one to sell?  Sell on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/VIZ-PRO-Magnetic-1nches-Silver-Aluminium/dp/B08W586WN7H/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=magnetic+dry+erase+board+48x72
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT
SUBMITTED BY Renee Goree

PHONE NUMBER

REQUEST DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT $2,000 - $2,100  TODAY'S DATE 2/14/2023

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Volleyball system + 10 scooters.

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This year, and in the future, I would love to implement a full volleyball unit for grades 3-5. They would also be used for staff team building. The scooters will allow students of all sizes and capabilities to participate in a variety of games throughout the year.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
No

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL
Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR: ______ AGAINST: ______

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices. Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: ___________ CHECK #: ___________ TREASURER INITIALS: ___________
EZStand Complete Court Portable Volleyball Systems

$1,639.00

Upgraded design focuses on enhanced stability, making this the best round-base standard available!

Product Weight
- 125 lb
- 175 lb
- 200 lb

Type
- Complete One-Court Systems
- Complete Two-Court Systems

Qty
1

Add to Cart

Details

Portable volleyball standards with a heavy-duty cast iron base keep uprights standing straight for years to come. They come with an upgraded support sleeve and are bolted under the standard to lock the upright in place.

Stable, Durable Design

The pole bolts under the base, instead of on the top, allowing for increased stability. An extended stem on the top of this base adds to the stability. Cast iron design adds more weight and makes the bases extremely durable, allowing them to withstand daily institutional use. Several weight options allow you to choose the standard that best fits your needs. A rubber rim is bolted onto the bases and protects floors from scratches and scrapes.

Easy Portability

These volleyball game standards allow you to take your volleyball, badminton, tennis, or other games anywhere you wish. Silver, 24" dia bases easily tip and roll on two 5" fla non-marring wheels. Simply place your foot on the included foot placement indicators so you know exactly where to push back to roll the standards. Uprights are 10'H x 3/4" dia.

QwikClamp Net Attachments quickly and securely clip the included net to the uprights. Base Padding (sold separately) fits snug and features 2" thick bonded foam w/ 16 oz antimicrobial vinyl cover.

Pack Options. Choose 125 lb, 175 lb, or 200 lb bases with each pack.

- **Complete One-Court System.** Includes:
  - Rainbow Performer Volleyballs, Set of 6
  - School/Recreation Volleyball Net (32" x 36"), 1 Ea
  - QwikClamp Net Attachments, 4 Ea
  - EZStand Standard Bases, 2 Ea
  - EZStand Standard Poles, 2 Ea

- **Complete Two-Court System.** Includes:
  - Rainbow Performer Volleyballs, Set of 6
  - School/Recreation Volleyball Net (32" x 36"), 1 Ea
  - QwikClamp Net Attachments, 6 Ea
  - EZStand Standard Bases, 3 Ea
  - EZStand Standard Poles, 3 Ea

★☆☆☆☆
0 Questions \ 0 Answers

Reviews (0) Questions (0)

Currently, there are no reviews for this product.

Intentus Complete Court Portable Volleyball Systems

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟
$2,099.00

Strong, stable Intentus game standards in convenient packs make setting up the court easy!

Color: Blue

Type: Complete Two-Court Systems

Complete One-Court Systems Complete Two-Court Systems

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Comes with balls & nets.

say goodbye to sagging nets and wobbly game standards! With Intentus game standards, you have a higher-quality portable volleyball net system that enables reliable, lasting play.

**Tidy Construction**

Many other circular game standards wobble or spin. But these standards have an oval-shaped pole that bolts to the underside of the base, ensuring the upright will not spin or slide during play.

A unique rectangular base provides additional tension and stability to the pole. Made of powder-coated steel, the base will last for long periods of use without cracking or flaking. Weighing 150 lb, no sand or water is needed to keep the base in place. Built-in 6" dia non-marring wheels make it easy to move the standard.

**Convenient Net Adjustment**

Every Intentus standard comes with a 150 lb base, 10'H upright, and 2 QwikFlik collars for instant net height adjustment. The collar’s locking arm mechanism provides tension when engaged, unlike other collars on the market, which screw into the pole. The QwikFlik collars simply slide on to the top of the pole. When the correct position is found, simply press the collar’s locking arm down to lock it into place. TwistTight Net Attachments are sold separately and use a ratchet-style knob to tighten net. 2" thick x 4" x 4" thick foam base pads and 3/4" thick post padding sold separately.

**System Options**

- **Complete Two-Court Systems.** Include 3 Intentus standards, 2 School/Recreation 32' nets, and 4 Gopher Comp 1000 composite volleyballs.
- **Complete One-Court Systems.** Include a pair of Intentus standards, a School/Recreation 32’ net, and 6 Gopher Rainbow Performer rubber volleyballs.

Currently, there are no reviews for this product.
SKU# 6329
Available 04/01/2023 Ships Truck

>be the first to review this product

Qty 1 Flyer?

$1,249.99 pair Add To Cart

+ Wishlist + Compare Print Email

DETAILS

Set up a volleyball, badminton or tennis court with these Alumagoal Heavyweight Volleyball Standards and get a game started right away. Whether players are ready for a volley or rally, you'll be able to quickly adjust the netting on the galvanized tubing to the pre-set heights for volleyball, badminton and tennis matches. Ideal for recreational use in gyms and schools, these standards have heavyweight bases to eliminate the need for
anchoring to the floor. It’s easy to change the setup of the game court by moving the standards to different locations with the non-marring wheels that will not mark or cause damage to the floor.

- 2.38 in. powdercoat galvanized tubing and 24 in. steel base resist rusting and stand up to heavy use on community courts
- Pre-set height adjustments allow the standards to be used for both men's and women's volleyball, badminton and tennis matches
- Heavyweight base is stable enough to prevent tipping or falling without having to be anchored to the floor
- Non-marring rubber floor protectors prevent gouges, scratches, marks and other damage to court surfaces
- Wheels on the base make it easy to move the standards to different locations and put them in storage after play

Specifications:
- Activity: Volleyball, Badminton, Tennis
- Brand: Alumagoal
- Color: Silver, Blue
- Color Family: Gray
- Material: Steel
- Number Of Nets Included: 0
- Number Of Poles Included: 2
- Padded Poles: No
- Pole Thickness: 2.38 in.
- Quantity: 2
- Referee Stand Included: No
- Set Type: Indoor
- Telescoping Poles: Yes
- Volleyball Included: No
- Wheeled Pole Bases: Yes

- 24” heavy wall steel base with non-marring rubber floor protectors, non-marring wheels and blue powder-coated finish
- Uprights feature 2-3/8” heavy-wall galvanized tubing with pre-set heights to play men's and women's volleyball, badminton and tennis.
- Heavy-weight base does not require floor anchors
- Designed for recreational play
- Recommended net - SNVBR32

### ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

| Material | 6329 |
| SKU | ST240S/P |
| Product Id (PID) | 5492 |
| Weight | 0.1000 LB |
| Brand | Alumagoal |
| Ship Method | Ships Truck |
| Manufacturer Part Number | No |

https://www.usgames.com/alumagoal-heavyweight-volleyball-standards
SHOPPING CART

**Jaypro® GymGlide™ Rollaway Base**
Item # 18557 BLU
BLUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEMS</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$925.00</td>
<td>$2,775.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPLY PROMOTION CODE:**

**ORDER SUMMARY**

- Subtotal: $2,775.00
- Estimated Tax:* $0.00
- Estimated Shipping:* $0.00
- Additional Fees: $0.00
- **TOTAL:** $2,775.00

* Your final shipping amount may update depending on the shipping method required. Your final taxes may update depending on your geographic location. Click here to request a quote.

CONTINUE SHOPPING  PROCEED TO CHECKOUT

---

**INFORMATION CENTER**

- About Us
- Activity Guides
- Blog
- Conditions of Use
- Digital Catalogs
- Jobs
- Our Partners
- PE Activities
- Popular Searches
- Privacy Policy

**CUSTOMER SERVICE**

**WANT TO SAVE 10%?**
Sign up for our emails and be the first to know about exclusive sales, new products, special offers, and more.

Enter Email Address

https://www.flaghouse.com/shop.axd/Cart
SST Scooter Boards

$439.00

A scooter board engineered for lasting performance—with speed and safety in mind!

**Color**  Rainbow

**Diameter**  4

- 2 1/2" diameter
- 3" diameter
- 4" diameter

**Options**  Set of 6

**Qty**  1

Add to Cart
Details

Our top-performing SST Scooter is Speedier, Safer, and Tougher than all others!

**Speedier & Safer!**

High-quality casters and ball bearings make this our fastest scooter! The seating area is specifically designed to create more leg room and less board interference for students. As a result, they are able to propel themselves forward or backward faster. Even with a 28% larger seating area than others, SST is still faster than others!

Choose from 3 wheel options:
- Indoor/Outdoor 4" dia urethane inline skate wheels provide the smoothest glide.
- Indoor/Outdoor 3" dia urethane inline skate wheels glide smoothly over any surface.
- Indoor 2-1/2" dia thermoplastic wheels non-marring rubber wheels roll easy on gym floors.

Two encased handles prevent pinched fingers during fast rides and also provide riders with a secure grip so they stay safer.

**Tougher!**

Lightweight reinforced ABS-plastic deck makes SST stronger than many other scooter boards on the market. ABS is strong yet flexible, allowing it to absorb impact and not crack. Each scooter is 20-1/2"L x 16"W and supports up to 450 lb.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

2 Questions \ 2 Answers

**Reviews (0)** \ **Questions (2)**

Currently, there are no reviews for this product.
Ships FedEx

> be the first to review this product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color My Class</td>
<td>$399.99 set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU# 1265293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>$74.99 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU# 1296082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement Wheels</td>
<td>$30.99 set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU# 1389168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good but less durable than gopher.
Key Benefits:

- Use indoors and outdoors.

DETAILS

Your P.E. students will be all smiles when these GameCraft® Zoomer Scooterz come out at the beginning of class. There's no need to curb your creativity when designing scooter-based lesson plans thanks to the scooters' versatility. Set up an obstacle course in the gymnasium for kids to navigate around or put a new twist on a favorite sport, letting teams go head-to-head in exciting games of scooter basketball or scooter soccer. The safety guards help ensure children's fingers don't get caught or snagged during play, so the fun doesn't have to stop due to an injury.

- Use in schools, playgrounds and youth centers to encourage sportsmanship and teamwork among children
- Allows kids to play and have fun while working on improving coordination and developing leg strength
- 16 in. x 16 in. platform provides a large area where young athletes can comfortably sit and scoot and slide around
- Safety guards protect against hand and finger injuries for safe play
- All-terrain, ball-bearing wheels are durable enough to be used outdoors, yet gentle enough to prevent damaging gym floors

Specifications:

- Bearing Type: Ball
- Brand: GameCraft®
- Foldable Design: No
- Number Of Wheels: 4
- Powered: No
- Product Length: 16 in.
- Product Width: 16 in.
- Recommended Age Use: Children

- 16" x 16" scooters with safety guards to protect hands and fingers
- Feature large 4", durable all-terrain, ball bearing wheels
- Tough for the playground and safe for gym floors
- Center hole diameter, 1.62"
- Supports up to 175 lbs

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
WARRANTY

Warranty: 1 Year
Every item is guaranteed to be free of defects in workmanship or materials for one year from the original date of delivery when installed and maintained properly. We agree to repair or replace without charge, at our choice, any product judged defective for either of these reasons and to return the item (or its replacement) freight prepaid. Products that do not have a special guarantee.

TAGS

Product Tags
FlagHouse 16" Scooter Super Set

Item # 14436

PRICE $564.00
Prices are in US Dollars

QUANTITY: 1  ADD TO CART  ADD TO WISH LIST

In stock and ready to ship!

DESCRIPTION

FlagHouse Activity Super Sets are the optimum choice for all your class needs when it comes to swivel wheel scooters. The Super Set value is only surpassed by its superior quality and functionality. These durable scooters are constructed of indestructible polypropylene and come with swivel wheels that won’t mar gym floors. Safety-grip handles provide added balance and stability. Buy 24 scooters - (COLORS: 4 each (2407) in Yellow, Green, Orange, Blue, Red, and Purple) and get 2 FREE 36"H heavy-duty aluminum Roll-About Scooter Carts - each holds 12 scooters!
TRAILS WEST PTO

PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY: Justin Weber
PHONE NUMBER: 720-839-1850

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT: $1,000  TODAY'S DATE: 1/20/23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Field Trip to Ameritowne

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This trip gives students hands-on how to run a business and apply the financial literacy skills learned in class in a real-world experience.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
Yes, 2022 PTO

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR:_____ AGAINST:_____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: ____________ CHECK #: ____________ TREASURER INITIALS: ____________
TRAILS WEST PTO
PTO GRANT REQUEST FORM

CONTACT

SUBMITTED BY: Justin Weber
PHONE NUMBER: 720-839-1850

REQUEST DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT: $500
TODAY'S DATE: 1/20/23

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Field trip to Denver museum of Nature and Science Dissection Lab at the museum

HOW WILL THIS REQUEST ENHANCE OR IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE?
This is an extension of our science unit. This is an exciting and educational experience for all students. Students will also have access to the living systems health exhibition and the rest of the museum.

HAS THIS REQUEST BEEN PREVIOUSLY FUNDED? IF SO, WHEN & BY WHOM?
Yes, 2019/2021/2022 PTO

APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL PRE-APPROVAL

Required PRIOR to submission to PTO.

COMMUNITY VOTE FOR: _____ AGAINST: _____

RESULTS

Please attach all supporting documentation/invoices.
Vendors will be paid directly by the Trails West PTO or indirectly via Cherry Creek School Dist.

Allocated Grant funds must be spent or returned to the PTO by May 1, 2020 unless ear marked for expense on a predetermined future date. Unspent funds will be reallocated for future expenditure as approved by General vote.

TREASURER USE ONLY

DATE PAID: _______________ CHECK #: _______________ TREASURER INITIALS: _______________